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The managing directors: Matthias Heimberg, Kai-F. Binder, Frank Klumpf, Stefan Schiffer (left to right)
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PREFACE

WITH CONFIDENCE
INTO THE FUTURE
In 2021, BINDER and egf Manufaktur will look back on 111 years of jewellery expertise. More than a century
of company history, two world wars, and currently a pandemic as well as personal and business ups and
downs have had a shaping effect. The constant willingness to change was necessary to remain successful
during this long period.
Precious connections have been created with employees, customers and suppliers. Our products bring joy
to people or are itself symbols of lasting relationships: high-quality necklaces, bracelets and ear hoops,
individually crafted wedding rings, eternity rings and engagement rings.
An anniversary is always an occasion to celebrate, reflect on the past and look ahead to the future. It is also
the perfect opportunity to express gratitude. We are especially grateful to our employees, some of whom
have been with us for decades, for their commitment and loyalty over the years. Our thanks also go to our
customers around the world, our suppliers, our business associates and the long-standing partners who
have accompanied us over the years.
There is no blueprint for building and sustaining a thriving business. Expertise, creativity, innovativeness,
courage, passion – and sometimes a little luck – are all important factors that can contribute to a success
story.
Our corporate values, which provide the framework for our present and future relationships, are quality,
clarity, respect, openness and responsibility.
With this magazine, we would like to look back into the past of our company group and build a bridge to
the future together with you.
Here’s to the next 111 years …

Kai-F. Binder

Matthias Heimberg (BINDER)

Frank Klumpf (BINDER)

Stefan Schiffer (egf Manufaktur)
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BINDER AND EGF

LOOKING BACK
TOGETHER
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FRIEDRICH BINDER GMBH & CO. KG
Friedrich Binder was a master craftsman who set up a successful
necklace manufacturing business in Mönsheim. Today, BINDER is a
fourth-generation family owned company, necklace market leader
in Germany and the largest manufacturer for ear hoops.
The RJC-certified company exports its premium jewellery products
to customers around the world who appreciate its ‘Made in
Germany’ quality. The entire product, from the wire to the finished
necklace, is manufactured in-house. High-quality chains with
unique character and convincing quality have been created here
for over 111 years.

EGF – EDUARD G. FIDEL GMBH
egf Manufaktur has been combining traditional goldsmith’s art with
the state-of-the-art technologies, patented processing methods and
innovative products for more than 88 years. With highly competitive
brands, a wide variety of target groups is specifically addressed.
Over the generations the RJC-certified company has evolved into
a global player and a leading specialist for wedding rings, eternity
rings and engagement rings. egf represents uncompromising
quality – 100 % made in Germany.

111 years – Binder Gruppe 7

1910 Company foundation
Friedrich Binder, master craftsman, established the FBM necklace making company on
Leonberger Straße in Mönsheim. He started out with a workforce of 10 employees and
purchased the original company premises, which are still part of the much larger business
park today. Friedrich Binder’s family was always very supportive of him.

Friedrich Binder
1874–1933
• Friedrich Binder was born in Mönsheim in 1874, where his family
had lived for more than 300 years.

1910 – First company premises

Family portrait

• He initially did an apprenticeship as a necklace maker in Pforzheim
(1888–1893) before spending six years travelling Europe as a
journeyman (1893–1899). After returning to Mönsheim, he spent
eight years working at his own workshop (1902–1910).
• In 1910 he founded the ‘Friedrich Binder Mönsheim’ company, or
FBM for short, which he converted into a limited partnership in 1929.
• Friedrich Binder died in 1933 at the age of 59. His wife Johanna and
their two sons Ernst and Theodor took over the family business.
1927 – The company founder, now with a much larger workforce

1914–1918

1918 onwards

During the First World War the company
manufactured spectacles frames as a
source of income to make up for the lack of
demand for jewellery.

When the war ended, they successfully
switched back to manufacturing necklaces.
The buildings and stables next to the original
company premises were converted into
additional production areas.

Eduard G. Fidel
1919–2005
Eduard G. Fidel was born in Marktredwitz in 1919. He
invented the first machine-made eternity ring. He mainly
manufactured diamond rings and gold jewellery items
set with precious gemstones.

Unconventional eternity ring designs

1950 Autonomy
Ernst Binder switched over to in-house production. From then onwards, the
entire manufacturing process, from raw material to finished jewellery piece,
took place on an in-house basis.
Ernst took advantage of his contacts with wholesalers to create a new
business model.

Ernst

Mathilde

Maria

Paul

Wire rollers and chain machines set the course for the future. Although
manual labour costs were still of secondary importance at that time, the
trend of machine-made necklaces was already emerging.

The 2nd generation from 1933 onwards
• Theodor Binder was killed in the Second World War. His brother Ernst took over
the running of the company.
• Ernst Binder, born in Mönsheim in 1904, married Mathilde Schuler.
• Mathilde, her sister Maria and Maria’s husband Paul ran the company for Ernst
when he was called up for duty as a Wehrmacht soldier in the Second World
War. In 1947 he returned from captivity after being held as a prisoner of war.
• With the intention of achieving independence from suppliers, Ernst set about
restructuring the company.
• In 1965 he converted the company into ‘Friedrich Binder GmbH & Co. KG
Schmuckkettenfabrik’ and was joined on the management board by his sons
Fritz and Klaus.
• Ernst Binder officially retired in 1972, but he remained closely associated with
the company until his death in 1986.

1939–1945

1960–1980

When the Second World War broke out, the company had
no option but to change its production concept from one
day to the next, just as it had done in the previous world
war. The 30 employees began manufacturing small engine
parts. It is thanks to the experience and commitment of the
two wives, Mathilde and Maria Binder, that the company
survived the Second World War.

The positive development of the market
made BINDER an attractive regional
employer. Sports, company celebrations
and outings have always been a part of
the corporate culture and, as a result,
there was a very positive work atmosphere.

1939–1945

1950 New premises

1961 Partnership

Rudolf Sickinger joined the army. His employees continued
running the company in his absence. Since there was no
gold available, Sickinger manufactured steel rings during
the war years.

Sickinger relocated his production operations to
Östliche Karl-Friedrich-Straße 28 in Pforzheim.

egf entered into a partnership
with De Beers London.

1946 Establishment of the wedding ring
manufactory
• Eduard G. Fidel established his first wedding ring manufactory
catering to the premium price segment in Marktredwitz, Bavaria,
in 1946. His ancestors were already master goldsmiths and watch
makers.
• Fidel personally bought his diamonds from the major diamond
bourses in Antwerp, Tel Aviv and New York.

1933 Company foundation
Rudolf Sickinger established a stone cutting business at
Bleichstraße 14 in Pforzheim. Soon the company began
making wedding rings.
At the end of the 1930s Sickinger had 15 employees.

• He mainly produced diamond rings and gold jewellery items
set with precious stones (diamonds). Fidel was one of the
first people to introduce U.S.-developed injection moulding
technology for ring production operations in Germany.

1970s
In the seventies the second generation
of the family took over the management
of Sickinger: Gerti Steinkopf (née Sickinger)
with her husband Udo.
Rudolf Sickinger passed away in Pforzheim
in 1977.

1978 Automation

2009 Ear hoops

The company’s largest new building up to then was
built on Leonberger Straße. It provided so much
additional space that BINDER was able to double its
machine-based necklace production capacity.
Fritz

BINDER established a new and
important line of business with ear hoops.
The seamless integration of production
operations of Germany’s largest ear hoop
manufacturer was further confirmation of the
company’s successful business concept.

Klaus

Roland

The 3rd generation from 1965 onwards
• Fritz Binder joined the executive management, contributing his
expertise as a goldsmith and metallurgy/electroplating specialist.
• Klaus Binder, a young engineer with extensive engineering and
toolmaking know-how, dedicated himself to automatic chain
production from the very beginning.
• Both brothers were firmly committed to the company’s evolution
into a high-tech enterprise with a high-tech machine park.
• Roland, Maria Binder’s son, joined the company in 1968.
• The international focus of the brothers Fritz and Klaus is one
of the reasons why BINDER is today one of the few remaining
German necklace manufacturing companies.

1989 In-house machine construction
With more than 1,000 machines in its park, the company’s production
output reached the level necessary to being a successful player in
the world market. The company perfected its tool-making operations
with ultra-modern electrical discharge and laser technology. This
considerably reduced production lead times.

1998 Pforzheim facility
All egf production operations
were relocated to Pforzheim.

1990–2002 Change
• In the early nineties Eduard G. Fidel retired due to health reasons.

1983 Growth
By this time egf had 105 employees in Marktredwitz.
The workforce included goldsmiths, model makers,
stone setters, precision engineers, diamond experts,
commercial staff and sales representatives.

• In 1995 Fidel sold his company to Friedrich Zettl in Pforzheim. The establishment in
Marktredwitz with some 40 employees was kept in operation.
• In 1996 Kai-F. Binder and his business partner Christian Eckart purchased Sickinger from
the Steinkopf family.
• In 1998 egf’s production facility in Marktredwitz was closed and operations were relocated to the Zettl factory in Pforzheim.
• Sickinger moved into the newly built premises at Reutlinger Straße in Pforzheim in 2001.
• In 2002 Kai-F. Binder and his business partner took over the egf brand, which then only
had a workforce of 15 employees.

2007 Merger
When the new building was planned, the architects
ensured it was designed for efficient production
operations. egf and Sickinger merged into one single
entity. egf Manufaktur was born.

Marcus

Frank-Wilhelm

The 4th and 5th generation from 1998 onwards
• Klaus Binder’s son Marcus joined the company in 1984. He was appointed as a
managing director with responsibility for the development of new markets in
1998. BINDER notched up its first successes in the USA and, from then on, was
a regular exhibitor at international trade fairs all over the world.

• In 2013, Kai-F. Binder initiated the collaboration with wedding ring manufacturer egf.
At the same time, his business partner Christian Eckart was appointed as a further
managing director of BINDER (until 2016).
• Frank-Wilhelm Binder left the company in 2015 and Fritz Binder went into well-earned
retirement.
• In 2018 Frank Klumpf was appointed as the new managing director at BINDER.
A few weeks before his 83rd birthday, Fritz Binder passed away unexpectedly.

• Frank-Wilhelm, Fritz Binder’s son, joined the company in 1986. He supported
the IT unit as coach for many years, before also being appointed to the board
in 2011.
• In 2012 the Binder family reorganised the company and shareholder structure.
• Fritz Binder and his sons, Kai-Friedrich and Frank-Wilhelm, took over the
company. Klaus, Marcus and Roland Binder left the company.

Chris

Nick

Tim

Kim-Kelly

Kai-F.

† 2019

• From 2020 onwards the BINDER value system was developed and rolled out in
collaboration with the owner family and the entire workforce.

2016
2013

• In January 2021 Matthias Heimberg joined BINDER as another managing director
and Nick Binder took over the marketing management at Binder Gruppe.

BINDER became a certified member
of the Responsible Jewellery Council.

In collaboration with wedding ring manufacturer egf, the
company developed innovative platings, machines and export
strategies, and presented them at international trade fairs.

2021
111th anniversary of
Binder Gruppe.

2016
egf became a certified member of
the Responsible Jewellery Council.

2003–2020 New direction
• In collaboration with a major customer, using the first-ever ring configurator, production
operations for the wedding ring market began in 2003.
• In 2004, the marketing network “derTRAURINGjuwelier” was founded. At the same time,
the manufactory took another important step by starting OEM production for high-quality,
international jewellery brands, which constantly enriched the company’s know-how
regarding quality, processes and sustainability.
• Eduard G. Fidel passed away in Marktredwitz in 2005.
• In 2006 owner Christian Eckart left the company. Peter Barth joined in 2007
as a new managing director, contributing his jewellery industry expertise.

2011
The acredo wedding ring lounge, which is part of egf,
was opened in Karlsruhe.

• The ‘acredo’ brand was launched in 2008 and put its focus more and more on
individualization and customization by the consumer.
• In 2011, the wedding ring collection ‘Bruno Mayer’ complemented the egf portfolio.
• Stefan Schiffer has been the managing director of egf Manufaktur since 2018. Under
his leadership the egf values were redefined during 2018 and 2019 in collaboration
with the owner family and the entire workforce, and anchored as a “lived culture”.

INTRODUCTION

CREATING
PRECIOUS
CONNECTIONS
TOGETHER
In 2021, Binder Gruppe celebrates its 111th anniversary with the theme “Precious
connections”. The anniversary slogan stands for the connection between egf and
BINDER, the close customer relationships, as well as the product world of both
companies: Chains as a classic connecting product and wedding rings as a symbol
of a deep emotional connection. In addition, it describes the intensive cooperation
between all BINDER and egf employees who form a particularly valuable, synergetic
bond.
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BINDER PRODUCT WORLD

INNOVATION
AND PASSION
The BINDER necklace portfolio is characterised by sophisticated designs and versatility. The jewellery
pieces we manufacture are special because the entire product, from the wire to the finished necklace, is
manufactured in-house. As a result, we have a portfolio of high-end jewellery products with unique appeal
and in compelling quality.
The products in our collections extend from necklaces with individual logo tags or sophisticated additional
design elements to sets comprising pendant, ring and earrings. In addition to using materials with high
tensile strength and hypoallergenic properties, we ensure flawless surface finishes and perfect design.
Each and every BINDER jewellery piece is manufactured to the typically excellent German quality standards.
For 111 years we have been combining tradition and innovation to deliver perfect results that set global
benchmarks in the world of necklaces.

3,000 +

600,000 +

KILOMETRES

PAIRS

of necklaces are manufactured every year

of ear hoops are manufactured every year
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EGF PRODUCT WORLD

LASTING VALUE WITH
DEDICATION TO DETAIL
The high-end wedding rings manufactured by egf are more than just jewellery. They are a symbol of love
between two individuals and a ‘circle of trust’ representing a bond of eternal faithfulness. We embrace innovation in our work, and this is reflected in the complex and intricate designs of our wedding rings. Every
single one of our jewellery pieces is created with sense, passion and absolute dedication to detail.
Here at egf we plate and melt more than 30 precious metals ourselves, and our patented processes guarantee the unique quality and hardness of the metals and the ring blanks. In addition to wedding rings, our
portfolio includes a multifaceted range of jewellery pieces, including an exclusive collection of diamond
and eternity rings. We have created a coherent family of competitive premium brands.

100,000 +

300,000 +

RINGS

DIAMONDS

are manufactured every year

are set every year
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

THE ANNIVERSARY
COLLECTION
Ever since starting out in 1910 and 1933, BINDER and egf have been in the business of creating ‘precious connections’ with jewellery consisting entirely of connected links, and jewellery for people who feel a connection
with each other – and, of course, the connections that are built through trust-based relationships with employees, customers and suppliers. An impressive portfolio that provided the idea for both the Binder Gruppe
anniversary slogan and the initial concept for the Anniversary Collection 2021.
Jewellery designer Katharina Heubach developed the concept for the Anniversary Collection. She coordinated
the team consisting of six designers that delivered an exciting and entirely unbiased collection of necklaces and
rings, freely designed from an outsider perspective. The model construction collaboration involving new and,
in some cases, visionary technologies was a challenge that the production colleagues were happy to take on
and they managed it brilliantly – even sharing valuable insights into technical possibilities and solution finding
approaches with the designers.
Perpetuated by emotions, enthusiasm and future visions, the new ‘connections’ and elements of this ambitious
project will certainly continue to be a part of both companies’ collections beyond the anniversary year.

Katharina Heubach
Jewellery Designer,
Head of Design Binder Gruppe
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At BINDER since 2014

At egf Manufaktur since 2010

“When I went to work at the traditional atelier

“After many years as a successful wedding

in Mönsheim I was assigned to ‘necklace’ tasks

ring designer I was honoured, and still am, to

that represented something entirely new for

have the wonderful and exciting professional

me. Since then I have been deeply involved in

challenge of being responsible for the acredo,

very different technical and collection-specific

egf, Sickinger and brunoM collections – also in

scenarios.“

light of individual configurations.”

ENTSTEHUNG DER
JUBILÄUMSKOLLEKTIONEN
2021
Meine Idee für das 111-jährige Jubiläum der BINDER Gruppe war es, zu jedem Thema – Kette und Ring
– eine Jubiläumskollektion zu entwerfen, die ein möglichst breites Spektrum des gemeinsamen Themas
darstellt: Beziehungsringe und Ketten vor dem Hintergrund von „Verbindungen“ im Allgemeinen. BINDER
und egf ließen sich dafür begeistern, dazu ganz unterschiedliche Designs zu entwickeln, um die Vielfalt
beider Schmucksegmente, die Visionen für die Zukunft und das technische Knowhow aufzuzeigen.
Gemäß dieser Absprache habe ich jeweils drei völlig unterschiedliche DesignerInnen dafür gewinnen
können, sich möglichst frei und unvoreingenommen mit ihren Gestaltungsvorschlägen und Modellen
“Jewellery in
its most original
einzubringen und ganz nach Bedarf bei der Umsetzung der Modelle die technischen
Kompetenzen
beider meaning is communication
viabzw.
symbols.
And an
symbols
Unternehmen zu nutzen. Alle sechs DesignerInnen haben ihre Ausbildung
ihr Studium
Schulenand
und the contents and emotions
Hochschulen in Pforzheim absolviert.
associated with them are my strongest sources of inspiration.

They are used and understood in all cultures.”

Sie alle zeichnen sich durch eine individuelle gestalterische Handschrift aus und haben sich
bereits erfolgreich am Markt platziert. >

KATHARINA HEUBACH

CLAUDIA MILIĆ, BINDER ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION

Claudia Milić
Designer
• Own studio in Pforzheim since 2005.
• 2005 Enamelling guest lecturer at
Yrkesinstitutet Sydväst, Finland.
• 2003 International semester at the
Arts and Crafts School Gothenburg,
Sweden.
• 2000–2005 School of Design,
Pforzheim. Jewellery Design
Diploma.
• 1997–2000 Vocational College for
Design, Jeweller and Instruments,
Goldsmith Academy Pforzheim.
• Exhibitor in Germany, Belgium,
Poland, France, USA, Japan,
Switzerland, Netherlands, China.

Necklaces with DNA

“A precious connection is always unique. It is sustained by stability, vitality and trust,
and aspires to permanence and eternity. My anniversary collection includes two very
different kinds of necklace designs. Complex, yet consistent rows featuring a mass of
individual elements have been used to create light and transparent jewellery pieces.
These fascinating connected links feel wonderful and have exceptional tactility. A black
and gold colour scheme contributes to the valuable and harmonious overall effect.“
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LUKAS GREWENIG, EGF ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION

Lukas Grewenig
Designer
• 2017 MA in ‘Jewellery and Metal’
from the Royal College of Art in
London.
• 2012 BA in ‘Jewellery and Objects
of Everyday Culture’ at the School of
Design, Pforzheim.

Interference

“My ‘interference’ collection celebrates the interaction between two people in a
partnership. Two sound tracks with the voices of the partners cause the ring surfaces
to vibrate and create a common structure of delicate waves. They connect and
overlap, complementing and balancing each other. The interplay of the two produces
a harmonious overall result, and the rings become a symbol of a constantly changing,
unique partnership.”
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JASMIN BOUQUEROT DE VOLIGNY, BINDER ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION

Jasmin Bouquerot de Voligny
Designer
• Has been working for reputed
jewellers, jewellery manufacturers
and international fashion and
lifestyle brands for many years.
With keen intuition and an excellent
sense of style, she develops and
puts her own personal hallmark
on custom jewellery, watch and
accessories designs for leading
companies, and orchestrates their
successful market launch.
• 1988 Graduation as jewellery
goldsmith and jewellery designer.

Modular system – The upscaled chain

“The models created for the anniversary collection are a playful interpretation of the
history of the necklace and the BINDER portfolio. With a modular system of variable
chains, I demonstrate unconventional combinations and create precious connections
between different types of chains without any unfamiliar and disruptive connecting
elements. The result is a new, connected flow: a multifunctional ‘chain reaction’ in
the contemporary accessory and fashion segment.”
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FRANZISKA RAUCH, EGF ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION

Franziska Rauch
Designer
• Own studio since 2019.
• 2014 Award for the best master
diploma piece.
• Diploma as master goldsmith and
state-examined jewellery and
instrument designer at the School
of Design, Pforzheim.
• 2011 1st place Chamber of Crafts
Award, 3 rd place Regional Championship, recipient of the Chamber
of Crafts’ Talent Development
Programme scholarship.
• 2009–2011 Apprenticeship at
Aurum Goldsmiths, Biberach.
• 2007–2009 Goldsmith Academy
Pforzheim.

Traces

“egf makes the very highest quality products that reflect their passion for love and
represent timeless elegance. As the anniversary year arrives, they can look back
proudly on what they have achieved together. The history of Binder Gruppe, and the
vestiges of its past, were the inspiration for my design. When I created it, I focused
on a clear design language and finely coordinated details. All design elements are
based on my inspiration through the vestiges of time. The resulting creations are connecting pieces for lovers. They symbolise the emotional attachment as they embark
on their new life together.”
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JASMINA JOVY, BINDER ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION

Jasmina Jovy
Designer
• 2016 3 rd place ‘Innovation’,
Jewellery Award, Schmuck Magazin.
• 2015 Excellent product ‘FORM
2015’, Tendence, Frankfurt.
• 2014 Certificate of Excellence ‘Arts
& Crafts Design Award’, Croatia.
‘Newcomer of the Year’ finalist,
Modepalast, Vienna.
‘ISSP Förderaward’ finalist,
Pforzheim.
• 2013 2 nd place ‘Young Designers
Corner’, Gemworld, Munich.
Style Proved Signet ‘Couch and
Schöner Wohnen’, Blickfang St.
• Own label ‘Jasmina Jovy Jewelry’
since 2013.
• 2012 1st place ‘AndersArt,
Jewellery Design Award’, Vienna.
• 2012 Degree in Jewellery
Design from the School of Design,
Pforzheim.

Become a B brand

“The seven different designs in the ‘become a B brand’ collection are profoundly
associated with the BINDER branding and brand. Unconventional designs in combination with state-of-the-art techniques ensure that the corporate image reflects
both the company’s know-how and its tradition. This will allow BINDER to build a
sustainable brand image. From sophisticated statement necklace weighing several
kilograms with plate-sized laser rings to delicate sellable necklaces with commercial
concepts – the letter B from the BINDER logo represents a continuous stream of
innovative designs. Every design starts with the same letter. This produces exciting
new, almost oriental-looking patterns like modern-day mandalas. Layers of fine
lines create organic shapes that contrast with the mechanical lasering.“
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PETRA WEISS, EGF ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION

Petra Weiss
Designer
• Has been working as a freelance
jeweller and accessories designer
since 1997.
She handles all aspects of collection
development, from mood boards
and initial design sketches to
photo-realistic renderings and
CAD design, the master form and
production support.
• 1992–96 Diploma student at the
School of Design, Pforzheim, and at
London Guildhall University.

Connections

“The basic theme of my designs for egf is ‘Precious Connections’. Both the connection
between the two companies, BINDER and egf, as well as the connection between
two people are wonderfully symbolised by a ring made of multiple interlinked rings.
My ring collection includes various loop elements that are combined into a ring
in different ways. One thing that all models have in common is that they comprise
individual parts connected together, yet with the freedom to move in various ways –
which is what a relationship should ideally be like. The concept of relationship rings is
reinterpreted, whereby individual ‘features’ of traditional engagement rings, such as
the classic solitaire setting, can be found in some of the models.”
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OUR VALUES

CREATING PRECIOUS
THINGS TOGETHER
Under the leadership of Managing Directors Stefan Schiffer (egf) and Frank Klumpf (BINDER), the existing
values have been refined between 2018 and 2020, in cooperation with the owner family as well as the
entire team of employees, and anchored as a “lived culture”. For this purpose, several workshops were
held with all staff members. The resulting values of responsibility, respect, quality, clarity and openness
form the basis of today’s teamwork.
•
•
•
•
•

We live a corporate culture in which everyone actively takes RESPONSIBILITY.
We aspire to the highest QUALITY every day in all we do.
Sustainable success can only be achieved with RESPECT.
We orientate ourselves on figures, data and facts and thus create CLARITY.
We embody OPENNESS and have the courage for new ideas and risks.

Of course, we don’t aspire to be perfect, but we want to improve a little bit every day – in our interactions
with each other and with our customers, service providers and suppliers. Only together we can create
something valuable.

26 111 years – Binder Gruppe

KAPITELNAME

OUR
VALUES
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OUR TEAM

WE ARE
BINDER GRUPPE
The two Binder Gruppe companies have 385 employees in total, 269 at BINDER and 116 at egf. We are
proud of the competence and personalities of all team members, who work together like one big family
in a positive atmosphere characterised by mutual respect. Binder Gruppe’s success not only benefits the
two companies, but also every single employee, thanks to the annual profit-share scheme.
We also believe that the fun factor is important, so we hold regular small events and excursions to
sustain the positive team spirit. Employees additionally benefit from a range of massage services and
a subsidised e-bike leasing programme. All these things, plus a value-oriented leadership culture and
numerous further education and training opportunities for the entire workforce, help us to remain
competitive and on the road to success.

385

43 %

EMPLOYEES

WOMEN

at Binder Gruppe, thereof
269 at BINDER and 116 at egf

in management roles, thereof
33 % at BINDER and 55 % at egf
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Virginia Fischer
Goldsmith apprentice
at egf in Pforzheim

“I love the fact that my apprenticeship at egf includes
lots of on-the-job training and the chance to practice
all the techniques that we learn in school. I also like
the fact that everyone is so open and communicative
here. I learn a lot from my colleagues in the goldsmith’s
workshop, who are always supportive when I have
questions.”

Tom Lirsch
Industrial management assistant apprentice
at BINDER in Mönsheim

“I wanted to start out my career at a family-owned
company where each single employee is valued. It’s
a very interesting apprenticeship programme with
all sorts of new and exciting tasks and challenges. I
spend time in all the relevant commercial departments
and, within a month, I get to know all the important
necklace-making processes.”
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OUR YOUNG TALENTS

TOMORROW’S EXPERTS
Young and committed individuals can train for many different and exciting occupations in BINDER and egf apprenticeship programmes. Binder Gruppe also offers combined degree courses and apprenticeships. The apprentice
programmes are versatile to ensure that the students and trainees are ideally prepared for their future careers, and
whenever possible we like them to stay on after their apprenticeships to apply their newly acquired skills as part of
the Binder Gruppe family.

APPRENTICESHIPS
BINDER
• Industrial management assistant
• E-commerce management assistant
• Toolmaker
• Industrial mechanic
• Production engineer
• Industrial electrician
• Machine and system operator
• Surface coating technician
• Metalworking specialist
• Goldsmith
• Work assistant
• Application development IT specialist
• System integration IT specialist
• Mechatronics combined degree and apprenticeship
egf Manufaktur
• Stone setter
• System integration IT specialist
• Goldsmith
• Industrial management assistant
• Toolmaker
• International business combined degree
and apprenticeship
• Marketing management combined degree
and apprenticeship

31
APPRENTICES
at Binder Gruppe, thereof
23 at BINDER and 8 at egf
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RJC

BINDER and egf are certified
members of the Responsible
Jewellery Council.

ENERGY SCOUTS

WATER

We encourage our apprentices
to proactively identify ways of
saving energy.

BINDER has an own water
recycling system and all production processes are oriented on
the Code of Nature.

CLIMATE PARTNER

... is supporting Binder Gruppe
to achieve its vision of becoming
carbon-neutral.

SOLAR POWER

18 % of the power consumed
is generated by the company’s
own PV systems.

GREEN ELECTRICITY
egf obtains 100 % of its
electricity from solar,
wind and hydro sources.

PAPER

Applying the principle of ‘digital
first’ saves around 80,000 sheets
of paper every year.

E-BIKE

More than 30 employees own and
lease their e-bikes via Binder Gruppe.

BINDER

egf Manufaktur

OUR ENVIRONMENT

SUSTAINABILITY OUT
OF RESPONSIBILITY
The protection of our environment is one of BINDER and egf’s core principles, and it is a high priority at
both companies. We implement numerous measures to create precious resource-saving connections and
to anchor the principle of sustainability in our employee’s minds. As certified members of the Responsible
Jewellery Council we have made a number of undertakings on business ethics, human rights and social
responsibility, and committed to a high level of environmental protection.

159

23

TONS

TREES

of CO2 are saved every year through
responsible production

are saved every year
by sustainable production
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WE EXHIBIT AT THE
FOLLOWING TRADE FAIRS:
• Inhorgenta Munich
• Première Vision Paris
• Hong Kong International Jewellery Show
• Vicenzaoro Vicenza
• JCK Las Vegas
• EPHJ Genf
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We not only exhibit at events in our home market in Germany, and
in Europe, but also at some of the most important trade fairs in the
world – showcasing our unique items of jewellery and innovative
manufacturing processes, networking and making new connections.
Every single trade fair is an exciting challenge for us. Being an exhibitor allows us to compete with the industry giants and to present our
two companies’ high quality and comprehensive service to a wide
audience of experts. With 62 export countries, we supply one-third
of all the countries in the world. Europe and Asia are our two most
important markets.

OUR SALES TEAM

AT HOME ALL OVER
THE WORLD
The competent experts in our sales organisation are always on hand to provide advice
and support for you.
BINDER

egf Manufaktur

Hans Eberwein
Sales Director
hans.eberwein@binder-fbm.de
+49 171 2703356

Frank Walz
Sales Director
frank.walz@egf.biz
+49 160 4402463

Peter Hermes
Key Accounts
peter.hermes@binder-fbm.de
+49 170 7656418

Filipa Ferreira
Sales Manager
filipa.ferreira@egf.biz
+49 151 67307173

Olivier Rudelle
Key Accounts France
olivier.rudelle@binder-fbm.de
+49 172 6210002

Olivier Rudelle
International Sales & Key Accounts
olivier.rudelle@egf.biz
+49 172 6210002

Volker Gerstner
Sales Manager
volker.gerstner@binder-fbm.de
+49 175 5712438

Eric H. Huschka
Sales Manager
eric.huschka@egf.biz
+49 170 6442658

Pascal Nübel
Head of Customer Service
pascal.nuebel@binder-fbm.de
+49 175 5730589

Erhan Erman
Sales Operations Director
erhan.erman@egf.biz
+49 151 72218856
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OUR PARTNERS

THANK YOU FROM
BINDER GRUPPE
Countless wonderful and precious connections have been made in Binder Gruppe’s 111-year history. The connection
between BINDER and egf is obviously one of the important ones, but we also have many precious connections with
our loyal partners and suppliers. Their support and competence have made a decisive contribution to the success of
our organisation and we are immensely grateful to them. We look forward to continuing our excellent partnerships
for many more successful years to come.

SERIE 0150 RECYCLE

NEW

WELCOME
TO OUR WORLD OF

PACKAGING

ORIGINAL
by LESER

WWW.LESER.DE

100%
RECYCLING
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LESER GmbH · Postfach 2168 · D-77911 Lahr
Tel. +49 (0) 78 21 58 03 - 0 · E-Mail: leser@leser.de

HIGHLIGHT: FRAME
IHR PRODUKT SCHWERELOS PRÄSENTIERT

ARGOR-HERAEUS
Committed to your precious needs!

About Us:
W are your fully integrated partner for all
We
the activities along the entire value chain.
As part of Heraeus Precious Metals (HPM), we
are the largest global provider of services in
the precious metal industry.
Our key position in the value chain makes
Argor-Heraeus the ideal partner for all those
engaged in the precious metal business:
mines, traders, bullion houses, central
and commercial banks, mints, jewellery,
watch manufacturers as well as industrial
consumers.

Our Services:
· Refining gold, silver, platinum and palladium
· Cast and minted bars, for banks, traders, retailers etc. Fully customizable on request
· Semi-finished products for luxury jewellery and watchmaking industries
· Products for electronics and chemical industries
· Services for physical trading of precious metals

Our Values:
„Every day we are committed to ensuring that the quality of our service,
combined with the sustainability and the complete traceability of what we do,
represents a precious value added to the metals we work for our partners.“

info.argor@heraeus.com

www.argor.com
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Binder FBM setzt auf ELO Informationsmanagement –
realisiert vom Digitalisierungsexperten ACTIWARE
Erfolgs-Story lesen

www.actiware.de/referenzen/binder
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www.actiware.de

Carl Dillenius Bijouterie GmbH

75172 Pforzheim / Germany

liche
Gratulation
Congratulations

111
Jahre

Binder Gruppe

years of Binder Group

Den passenden Anhänger zur Kette finden Sie bei uns!
The matching pendants for the chains you will find with us!
www.dillenius.com

Ihre Wertsendungen
sind bei uns sicher!
• Persönliche Betreuung • branchenspezifische wirtschaftliche Versandlösungen
• Spätabholungen im Raum Karlsruhe, Pforzheim, Baden- Baden
bis ca. 19:00h ohne Laufzeitverlust • Overnight
• kurze Reaktionszeiten (Beauftragung-Abholung)
• Überwachung der Sendung von Abholung bis zur Auslieferung
• pro aktive Benachrichtung bei Zustellproblemen
OPExx Karlsruhe GmbH
Im Katzentach 11 · 76275 Ettlingen
Tel. 07243 53 63 74 · Fax 07243 53 63 75
E-Mail: OPExx@OPExx-ka.de · www.OPExx-ka.de

5@work
Unser sehr erfolgreiches 5-AchsBearbeitungszentrum 5@work zum Fräsen,
Facettieren, Gravieren, Guillochieren sowie
zum vollautomatischen und orientiertem
Setzen von Brillanten, Baguette-, Princessoder trapezförmigen Steinen auf
Trauringen, Armreifen, Schmuckteilen,
Lünetten, Uhrgehäusen, Zifferblättern, etc.

Email: info@benzinger.de
Internet: www.benzinger.de
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Schmelzraum einer Sintermaschine

GESTERN. HEUTE. MORGEN.
GEMEINSAM.
LANGE TRADITION
Jede Schultheiss Maschine ist das Produkt langjähriger Entwicklung
nach höchsten Ansprüchen. Die Erfahrung und das damit fundierte
Know-how als Hersteller von Heiz- und Gusstechnologie in der
Schmuckindustrie seit 1983 begründet die Basis unseres Tuns und liefert
höchste Zuverlässigkeit für die Produktion im täglichen Betrieb. Die
Schultheiss GmbH mit Sitz in Süddeutschland liefert InduktionsSchmelzanlagen, Vakuum-Gießanlagen, Granulier- und Stranggießanlagen wie auch die Sintertechnologie, die nahtlose Verbindung
verschiedener Metalle. Diese Technologien wurden in enger Zusammenarbeit mit renommierten Designern und erfahrenen Produktionsleitern entwickelt und bis heute perfektioniert. Die Nähe zum Markt
und unseren Kunden ist von unschätzbarem Wert und bietet uns das
Sprungbrett für Innovationen und die Verwirklichung von Trends.
STARKE INNOVATION
Gemeinsam ermitteln wir Ihre Bedürfnisse und erfüllen sie durch individuelle Anwendungen oder gemeinsam abgestimmte Standardlösungen.
Hochpräzision, automatisierte Arbeitsabläufe und die Synchronisation
mit vorhandenen Prozessen stellen dabei die Grundlage dar. Ob kleine
Produktionsmengen oder die Serienfertigung, ob Nieder- oder Hochtemperaturanwendung, die hochwertige Produktion von mehrfarbigen
Trauringen, Armreifen oder Uhrengehäusen aus Gold, Platin und
Edelstahl sind das gemeinsame Ziel.
Die Zusammenarbeit mit namhaften Schmuckherstellern wie egf Manufaktur hat uns die Perfektion unserer Systeme und den jahrzehntelangen Einsatz dieser ermöglicht. Wir gratulieren der Binder Gruppe zum
111-jährigen Jubiläum und freuen uns auf viele weitere Jahre in enger
und erfolgreicher Zusammenarbeit!

KG 1000

KONTAKT
Schultheiss GmbH
Römerstr. 21 – 71296 Heimsheim
info@schultheiss-gmbh.de
schultheiss-gmbh.de

Wir sind Experten für Werkzeuge und
Maschinen für die Schmuckindustrie.
Johann Dürrhammer KG
Kiehnlestr.12
75172 Pforzheim

Tel.: 07231/314521
Fax: 07231/351026

www.duerrhammer.com

DREHEN & FRÄSEN

High End Bearbeitung auf höchstem Niveau

Mössner GmbH Kelterstraße 82 75179 Pforzheim
07231/ 41 910 - 0 www.Moessner-GmbH.com

Starke Leistung - reine Luft
Öl- und Emulsionsnebel-Abscheidegeräte
Zentrale Absaug- und Luftreinigungsanlagen
Zuluftanlagen mit Wärmerückgewinnung
Lufttechnischer Anlagenbau
Betrieblicher Umweltschutz
AFS Airfilter Systeme GmbH ∙ 74547 Übrigshausen
+49 7944 9160-0 ∙ info@afs-airfilter.de ∙ www.afs-airfilter.de

Unsere Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeiter bedienen seit über 50 Jahren
pünktlich und zuverlässig staatliche, städtische und kirchliche
Bauten, Industriebetriebe, Handelsfirmen und private Objekte in Pforzheim und im Enzkreis.

Das Team der unimess gratuliert der Binder-Gruppe recht herzlich und
bedankt sich für über 11 Jahre der erfolgreichen Zusammenarbeit.

Die Internetagentur für Juweliere und Schmuckhersteller
www.werbeagentur-juwelier.de
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VERANTWORTUNG
ÜBERNEHMEN
// Mit CO2-neutralem Gold von C.HAFNER
Mit CO2-neutralem Gold setzen wir ein Zeichen und bieten
edelmetallverarbeitenden Unternehmen ein zusätzliches
Instrument, um ihre CO2-Bilanz zu verbessern.
Nachhaltig, umwelt- und zukunftsorientiert.

W ir gratulie
ren zum
Jubiläum u
nd danken
für die gute
Zusammen
arbeit!

C.HAFNER Edelmetall-Recycling

VERTRAUEN

TRANSPARENZ

RÜCKVERGÜTUNG

PRODUKTE

ONLINE-SERVICES

klimaneutral gedruckt | DE-135-KJF8D9N | www.natureOffice.com

www.binder-gruppe.de

